
Long term factors to consider

 Saturation
over the limit, reduction in rewards

 Performance track record 
Poor performance (block production), poor rewards

 Possibility of pool retirement vs continuity
Stake pool operator could retire a stake pool for several reasons

 Stake size
Smaller pools could lose all their delegates 
Larger pools could reach saturation faster 

 Pledge
Pledge perimeter could increase, negatively affecting pools with   
little pledge amount

 Pool switching frequency
Frequently switching from pool to pool is risky due to block
lottery.



Long Term Strategy - Duration

WHAT IS A LONG-TERM STAKING REWARD STRATEGY?

 Long-term strategy is an annual strategy in which an ADA holder 
delegates his/her stake to the same stake pool  with the same fees 
and same performance for at least a year. 

Why a year

A year averages out Cardano lottery fluctuation in blocks assigned to a 
stake pool

To reap maximum reward, Cardano staking calculator estimates same 
pool, same fees, good pool performance for 365 days. 



Long term stress-free reward checklist

 FURTHER AWAY FROM SATURATION

Select a small pool with enough stake to make blocks every epoch. 
This strategy keeps you from having to switch pools frequently which 
can be stressful.

 AVOID FREQUENTLY SWITCHING POOLS

Switching pools delays your rewards. As we saw earlier, every time you 
switch to a new pool, it takes 4 epochs (20 days) before you receive 
your reward from the new pool

The grass may be greener for the epoch in which you switch pools but 
may not be greener when your stake is active with your new pool. 
Block assignments to stake pools are based on a randomized lottery 
system that is not controled by any stake pool.

 REAL-TIME BOT UPDATE 

Make sure your selected pool has a real-time update bot. Pool 
update bots make life easy for you by automatically updating you 
about your pool performance and metrics. You don’t have to go 
searching websites.



Long term stress-free reward checklist

 ACCEPTABLE (NOT NECESSARILY THE LOWEST) FEES

Select Pools with low fees and low cost

 HIGHER PLEDGE

Higher pledge amount equates to better rewards for the pool
More of the SPO’s skin in the game, less likely the pool will be retired

 Know your SPO (Stake pool operator)

Knowledge of your SPO can help you build trust and relax
Stake pools with two or more operators ensures continuity or longevity

 Contribution to the Cardano Community

Pools contributing to the Cardano community are more likely in it for 
the long term which may be a sign of longevity





Questions & Answers



CSF ANNOUNCEMENTS

• Release of new website for Cardano South Florida members

• In need of a volunteer to webmaster or maintain our new website

• Nominate us for Cardano ambassadorship as  Meetup Organizer
*Please let us know and we will tell you how to nominate us*

• Accepting topic suggestions for the next Zoom event



Happy Stake-Delegating
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